Harpenden Academy
Safer Internet day
Tuesday 6th February 2018
Here is a snapshot of what we were
learning.

In Ladybird class we met Smartie the Penguin. He taught us a song about
being safe on the internet and always asking permission before going on
a tablet or other device.

In Elmer class we read the story of Smartie the Penguin, who was
given a new tablet for his birthday, and needed help with lots of
different things.

We learnt that you should always ask an adult if we see or hear
something that we don’t like on the internet.

“Don’t give
your personal
details.”

Aslan eSafety
Using the CEOP website we had
an engaging discussion about
how to keep safe online. We
focused on gaming and
generated ‘top tips’ for others.
“Tell an adult you
trust if you get
that ‘oh-uh’
feeling.”

“Be nice to
people, as you
would in the
playground.”

“People you
don’t know are
strangers.”

During safer internet day the children in BFG class
discussed how to use the internet safely. They
talked about appropriate use of the internet,
what to do if something upset them, and how to
keep themselves safe.
Here you can see them using the internet to
research keeping safe.

Potter-Kipling class focussed on online gaming and
particularly how to communicate kindly to others
when playing online games.

• We created ‘Friendship thermometers’ to
show a scale of nice things that we can say to
unkind things that can be said.

Austen Class discussed ESafety; covering conduct,
how to behave when
online and suitable viewing
material.

We designed a poster to help keep
others safe when using the internet.

We had a discussion
about different
scenarios and
discussed how they
would make us feel.

Dahl class

We learnt about group
chats, gaming and posting
photos online through a
drama activity. We acted
scenes out and then wrote
the ending, giving advice on
what to do.

Safer Internet Day In Year Six
Create, connect, share respect
A better Internet starts with you

This week Year Six have taken part in a different safer Internet activity each day:
•
Watching the SMART video and completing the quiz
•
Making up their own slogans: ______, ______, _______
A better Internet starts with you

•

Playing the ‘Putting yourself in another person’s shoes’ game linked to
Cyberbullying – trying to understand why people may post unkind
comments
•
Writing non chronological reports about Safer Internet
•
Playing Pass the Smile to show how saying and sharing kind words is
infectious
“Being cyberbullied can have a significant effect on the way a child lives now
and how they will live in the future.” (Alfie Y6)
“There are an increasing number of dangers and risks on the Internet. The
majority of people who use social media give away some personal information.”
(Sav Year 6)

